Abstract. This paper describes our experience with the first steps towards integrating pathway and protein interaction data with other data sets within the framework of a federated database system based on the functional data model. We have made use of DTD and XML files produced by the BIND project. The DTD provides a specification for information about biomolecular interactions, complexes and pathways, and can be translated semi-automatically to a database schema. The load utility uses metadata derived from this schema to help identify data items of interest when recursively traversing a Prolog tree structure representing the XML data. We also show how derived functions can be used to make explicit those relationships that are present in data sets but which are not fully described in DTD files.
Introduction
In recent years there has been a rapid expansion in the quantity and variety of biological data available to researchers. These include data on protein and genome sequences and structure, gene and protein expression, molecular interactions and biological pathways. Scientists' ability to use these data resources effectively to explore hypotheses in silico is enhanced if it is easy to ask precise and complex questions that span across several different kinds of data resources in order to find the answer. In our earlier work we have built a federated system in which queries requiring data values from distributed heterogeneous data resources are processed by a prototype program called the P/FDM Mediator [8] , which is based on the P/FDM object database system [6] . Tasks performed by the P/FDM Mediator include determining which external databases are relevant in answering users' queries, dividing queries into parts that will be sent to different external databases, translating these subqueries into the language(s) of the external databases, and combining the results for presentation.
A first step in adding a new data resource to our federation is to describe the contents of the new data resource using the functional data model (FDM) [10] , which is an example of a semantic data model. Data resources including SRS [5] and ACEDB [4] have been mapped in this way in earlier work. Once this has been done code generators within the P/FDM mediator can produce ad hoc queries in the query language used by these systems and these can be dispatched to the remote systems for execution.
Since there wasn't an existing pathway resource to which ad hoc queries could be submitted we undertook to load data from XML files provided by another project into a database management system which could ultimately be used as a data resource within a federated system. We decided to use the P/FDM database for storing pathway and interaction data in preference to a database based on the relational model. This was because the XML files are "nonrelational", for example these may contain examples of multi-valued attributes and relationships which can be modelled directly using the FDM, but which require a more complex mapping if using the relational model. Further, given the graph structure of interaction networks and the hierarchical part-subpart structure of biomolecular complexes we anticipated being able to benefit from the ability to express recursive queries in Daplex, the FDM's data definition language and query language, against these naturally recursive structures in the data.
In Section 2 we briefly describe some of the candidate pathway data resources that we considered using in this work, and the reasons why BIND was selected. We describe how we generated a functional data model schema from BIND's DTD and how XML files containing pathways, interactions and biomolecular complexes were loaded into the P/FDM database management system in Section 3. In Section 4 we show how the resulting database is queried. Finally, we reflect on our experience in this project, and the lessons that can be learned in designing a data exchange format for pathway and interaction data.
Biological Pathway and Interaction Data Sources
Several data resources with information on biological pathways and interactions are under development. These include BIND [2] , KEGG [7] , MIPS [9] and BioPAX 1 . These differ in the quantity and variety of data available, the file formats used for data distribution, the design of their metadata, and their state of development.
The BIND project [2, 1] has produced a data specification for information about biomolecular interactions, complexes and pathways. This specification was initially defined in ASN.1 [3] . However, tools provided by NCBI have been used to transform this description into an XML DTD 2 . Similarly, data files conforming to the ASN.1 specification have been transformed systematically into XML. Both ASN.1 and XML versions of data files are available from the BIND web site.
KEGG [7] is another biochemical pathway resource. Data from this project are available in KGML (KEGG Markup Language) format and, recently, in XML. However, XML tags have been designed differently in BIND and KEGG. In KEGG the focus is on the graphical presentation of pathway diagrams and the XML tags include layout and presentation elements, whereas in BIND the XML tags relate more directly to biological concepts. BIND and KEGG also use different conventions for naming attributes in their XML DTDs.
The MIPS Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database [9] includes detailed data on protein-protein interactions, pathways and complexes in yeast. However, this resource does not currently provide data in an XML format, and the project web site does not include a description of the resource's metadata.
The Biological Pathways Exchange project (BioPAX) aims to produce a common exchange format for biological pathway data. That project uses frame-like structures with classes and slots for describing pathways. This relatively new project is at the draft release stage, and no data are currently available in this format.
We decided to use data from BIND in our work since this is available in an XML format, and is accompanied by a description in XML DTD that defines tags that are based on biological concepts. Further, since the DTD file is generated in a systematic way from an ASN.1 specification, the entity and attribute names have a consistent form.
Implementing an FDM Database from BIND's DTD and XML Files
Our implementation consists of two main software components: (i) a Perl program that reads BIND XML DTD and produces Daplex data definition statements, and (ii) an XML load utility that can load data from XML data files into the P/FDM database. First we shall consider the task of producing the Daplex schema. Entity types can be recognised as those elements defined the DTD file that have names that do not contain an underscore character and have at least one non-optional attribute. There are two entity types in the extract from the BIND DTD in Figure 1 : BIND-Interaction and BIND-object. Scalar attributes and relationships are also identified from the DTD file. Daplex data definition statements generated for this DTD fragment are shown in Figure 2 , and these are compiled by the P/FDM system into metadata that are stored in the database.
A serious difficulty when trying to produce a database schema automatically from a DTD file is that the DTD does not contain information about which attributes constitute the keys of the entity classes. We anticipated having to specify these manually, however for many classes a satisfactory candidate key can be formed by taking the union of all non-optional attributes and relationships defined on that class in the DTD. In some cases (including BIND Interaction) this simple approach produces a super-key from which we have to remove attributes and relationships to form a candidate key. For some others (including BIND object) the set of non-optional attributes and relationships is insufficient to uniquely identify instances of the class and so one or more optional attributes need to be added to form a candidate key. In one case it was necessary to remove a non-optional relationship and add one optional attribute to form a candidate key. However, for the majority of cases this simple approach yielded a satisfactory key automatically and fewer than ten keys definitions had to be adjusted by hand. <BIND_Interaction> <BIND_Interaction-iid> <Interaction_id>118</Interaction_id> </BIND_Interaction-iid> <BIND_Interaction-a> <BIND_object> <BIND_object-short_label>EGF_EGFR complex</BIND_object-short_label> <BIND_object-descr>Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) bound to Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)</BIND_object-descr> <BIND_object-user_id>0</BIND_object-user_id> </BIND_object> </BIND_Interaction-a> <BIND_Interaction-priv value=""false""/> </BIND_Interaction> The XML load utility has been implemented in Prolog -the language in which most of the P/FDM database management system is written. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of data in a BIND XML file. An XML document can be parsed and compiled into a nested Prolog term structure which has the same tree structure as the original XML document. The XML load utility then recursively traverses this tree to find data items that will be loaded into the database. This program first identifies the type of the top-level element in the XML file (near the root of the tree), and retrieves the metadata entry for this type from the P/FDM database. The names of the key attributes for this type are extracted from the metadata entry, and the Prolog program then searches through the tree to find values for these attributes. If values can be found for all of these then a new entity instance is created using the P/FDM update predicate newentity. The first two arguments in the call to newentity are the entity type name and a list of values for the key attributes. The third argument becomes instantiated to the internal identifier of the entity instance created by the call (e.g. BIND Interaction(10) in the first call in Figure 4 ).
The XML load utility then proceeds to look for values for any other attributes and relationships defined on this type. When values are found these are added to the database using the P/FDM update predicate addfnval (add function value), which takes the attribute name, the internal identifier of the entity instance and the value of the attribute as its three arguments.
When a relationship is present in the XML data file the load utility must use addfnval giving the internal identifier of the related entity instance as the value of the relationship function. If this entity instance is already in the database then this function value can be added immediately. Otherwise, it is necessary to create the related entity instance and add it to the database first, before the relationship function is added. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4 , where the BIND object with the key components "EGF EGFR complex" and "Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) bound to Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)" has to be created before a value for relationship functiona is added to the database.
We have loaded into P/FDM all BIND pathways that were available in an XML format, together with all related BIND objects and BIND interactions. The XML load utility does not attempt to load all of the data items contained in the original XML documents. Rather, it searches only for data items corresponding to attributes and relationships declared in the schema. Any other data items or elements in the XML data are ignored by the load utility.
Querying the Database
The definitions of several derived relationship functions are shown in Figure 5 . It is useful to be able to define such functions so that implicit relationships in the database can be made explicit. 
Discussion and Conclusions
Providing data in an XML format, even when accompanied by a DTD, is not sufficient to ensure that it will be easy to import these data automatically into a database management system. To facilitate this, it is important that the XML tags are well designed. The systematic naming of DTD elements in BIND is very useful for this purpose. However, it would be helpful if key attributes were declared explicitly in the DTD.
While we have been able to capture most of the information present in the DTD files, we have not been able to capture it all. In particular, we do not map those attributes whose value might be one of several different types since a function in P/FDM must return values of a single type. Derived functions in the functional data model, such as those shown in Figure  5 , can make explicit those relationships that are present but which are not fully described in a DTD file. These functions make it more convenient to express queries involving related objects.
The XML load utility is general, and it should be possible to use this with other XML data sets. The Perl program, however, is specific to the style of DTD files produced by the NCBI tools and would have to be modified before it can be used with other DTDs.
The work described in this paper demonstrates that a database schema can be produced from an XML DTD file with only a little manual intervention, and data from XML files can then be loaded into a database management system within which it can be explored using an ad hoc query language. This represents a useful first step towards integrating pathway and protein interaction data with other data stored in the P/FDM database management system, or with other data sets accessible within a federated architecture in which a P/FDM database is a constituent data resource.
